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Rose Snow has spun a thrilling, modern urban fantasy
based on existing myths about the Egyptian gods Ra and
Khonsu, a gripping combination of mythology with superb
entertainment.
ABOUT THE SERIES

THE AUTHOR

If you want to conquer fear, you have to confront it.

Behind the pseudonyms Rose Snow and Anna Pfeffer are
Ulrike Mayrhofer and Carmen Schmit. As a team they write
moving fantasy stories, self-published through Amazon, and
have sold more than 500,000 books. "A Moment For
Eternity" is their publishing house debut in the young adult
branch under the best-selling pseudonym Rose Snow.

CONTENT
Eighteen-year-old Widney is new to New York and snags a
room in an exceptionally chic loft apartment. Her
roommates behave a little oddly sometimes, but sparks are
flying between Widney and Quentin. A relationship
develops between them, and she befriends Kim Young at
the university. Everything seems to be going so well! But on
her nineteenth birthday, something unbelievable happens:
A crescent-shaped mark appears on her wrist, and any time
someone near her is genuinely scared, it starts to tingle.
Then she sees ravens, as if in a vision, and starts to hear the
fears of her fellow human beings. Gradually, she and Kim
figure out that her abilities are connected with the Egyptian
moon god Khonsu. She continues to research and soon
realizes that her roommates are involved in this, too. Finally,
they admit to her that they are all sun warriors, while she
belongs to the opposing cult of the sickle bearers. They try
to recruit Widney to their side, to spy on these sickle bearers
for them. The sun warriors have to find out what their
opponents are planning so they can prevent the captured
moon god Khonsu from being freed. Although Widney feels
betrayed by her roommates and especially Quentin, she
decides to help them.
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